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PREFACE

The social, economic and political
aspects of colonial life in Virginia have been
carefully interpreted by historians*

The

judicial phase, on the other hand, has been
comparatively neglected*
In view of modern procedure in punish
ment for crime, it is hardly conceivable that
”flirting” should have once been considered
criminal in Virginia; likewise, that death
should have been meted to him who plucked an
apple or flower from a neighbor’s garden, or
thrice neglected to attend church*

To show

that such cases did occur; that pioneer condi
tions enveloping an ever-expanding colony miti
gated the severity of such; and that, as a
result, during the interval 1607 - 1776, by the
application of practical foresight and originality
rather than by technical adherence to a judicial
system suddenly transported from a well-established
mother country, the framework for future admini
stration of justice In Virginia was established:
such is the purpose of this thesis*
The author gratefully acknowledges his
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indebtedness and appreciation for the assistance
of all those who have helped to make this thesis
possible*

Especially does he wish to thank Dr*

Richard L* Morton, Dr. J. Paul Leonard, and
Professor T. J* Stubbs, Jr., whose advice and
criticism have been of great value in the prepara
tion of this problem; Dr. Kremer J. Hoke; the
*•*

library staff of the College of William and Mary
Mr. M. P* Robinson, of the Archives Division of
the Virginia State Library; Mr. R* A. Lancaster,
Jr., Librarian of the Virginia Historical
Society; and Mrs. Helen Bullock, of the Research
Department of Colonial Williamsburg, Inc.

CHAPTER I
ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE
1607 - 1619
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CHAPTER I
ADMINISTRATION OP JUSTICE, 1607 - 1619
The constitutional history of Virginia
began on April 10, 1606, when King James I granted
to the Virginia Company letters-patent for the es
tablishment of two colonies in America.

Under this

charter, control of affairs in Virginia was vested
In a council appointed by the King.

With the ex

ception of passing ordinances affecting life or
limb, the powers of this body in governing the
colony were absolute.

Law breakers were to be

tried by Jury before the council and Its president.
On May 14, 1607, the colony disembarked
at Jamestown.

The council was sworn in, and Edward

Maria Wingfield was chosen president.

This plan

of government lasted until the arrival of the first
lieutenant-governor under the second charter (1609),
Sir Thomas Gates, in May, 1610.

It should be noted

that between the years 1607 and 1610, the little
handful of colonists had lived through a very trying
period.

Unaccustomed to the lurking danger of Indian

attack, malaria, and the hardships of a pioneer
country, they had suffered much.

In their struggle

for existence they had little time for experimenta
tion in the governmental framework under which they
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were ruled*

They accepted It without question be

cause It met their needs*

Thus brought together

as one great family In a kind of communal existence,
economically speaking, they soon realized the ne
cessities of the time, and little law-making was
necessary*

After the departure of Christopher

Newport to England, Captain John Smith ruled the
colonists, as would a stern schoolmaster, through
the most trying years of the colony1s life*
A very important change was made in the
government of the colony by the second charter,
which was granted to the company in 1609*

A

governor was appointed by the company to supersede
the local council, and was given almost absolute
power in the government of the colony* ^

Lord De

La Warr, who was chosen governor, did not come to
Virginia until the following year*

Thus in May,

1610, the lieutenant-governor, Sir Thomas Gates,
assumed authority*

He initiated a system of justice

by which judicial decisions were to be rendered in
accordance with laws made to suit the peculiar con
ditions existent in the colony*

He wrote out certain

rules and ordinances by which the settlers were to
be governed, and posted them in the church at James
town*

He thus proclaimed the first legal code ever

1*' Brown, Genesis of the bhi ted States *

234, 375=385---------------------

* 235V "
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put In practice In English-speaking

America*2

These laws were approved by Governor De La Warr,
and afterwards enlarged by Sir Thomas Dale by the
addition of certain articles taken from the martial
code of Holland*

In this amended form they were

sent to Sir Thomas Smith, Treasurer of the company,
who approved them and had them printed for use in
the colony*^

Prom 1611 to 1619, the colony was

governed according to these stern and cruel laws,
which were known as

" A r tides,

Divine, Politique, Martiall"*
commonly called "Dale's Laws"*

Lawes and Orders,
They have been more
Through these laws

one is enabled to obtain a very startling outlook on
crime and Its punishment during those years prior to
the enactment of laws by the first legislative
assembly, which was to begin its long career In 1619*
The following condensed examples of these
laws will give a general idea of their nature and
imports4
Speaking against the Trinity or Articles
of the Christian faith; or deriding God's word,
death*
Blasphemy against God: first offense,
severe punishment; second offense, bodkin through
tongue; third offense, death.

£»

5*
4*

Strachey, A W vlq Repertory of the Wracke and ""
Redemption""of M r 'momas &a‘t6es , Knl’ght, printed

by Pachas',-1735^1733-------- 1
Proceedings of Virginia Company. II, 187*
Colonial Records or Virginia. v4
£*drce.Peter, Articles. Lawes* and Orders.
Historical Tracts'. Vol. ITT, MoT T l -----
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Disrespect to a minister, thrice whipped
and pardon asked in public three Sabbath days.
Failure to attend Sunday service:
first offense, loss of allowance one week; second
offense, same plus whipping; third offense, death*
Murder, adultery, rape, sodomy, perjury
in court, death*
Robbing church or store, death*
Unauthorized trading with the Indians,
death*
Treasonable words against the King, death*
Slander, or "unfitting speeches" against
the Virginia Company, or its council or committees,
or against any book which they publish: first offense,
whipping and public contrition; second offense,
galleys for three years; third offense, death*
False account given by a keeper of colony
supplies, death*
Killing any domestic animal or fowl without
consent of the general, death*
Failure to keep the regular hours of work
for the colony: first offense, to lie neck and heels
together all night; second offense, whipping; third
offense, galleys for one year*
Robbing garden of flower or vegetable,
stealing ears of corn, death*
In addition to these is a long list of
laws that comprise the martial part of the code,
which Is nearly four -fifths of the whole*
colony was placed under martial law.

Thus the

According to

a memorial sent to England in 1624, the rigor of
these laws was Increased rather than diminished in
the execution*®

5*

There was a certain justification

Colonial Records of Virginia, 74 et seq*
5trt&, History ofTVIrglnla, 506
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for this harshness In law enforcement#

One prominent

settler declared that such severity was at that time
necessary to keep the colony from ruin#®

It must he

remembered that many of those early settlers were a
class of men who would not work except when driven to
it by the taskmaster#

This was proved by the fact

that when the pressure on them was somewhat relieved
they relapsed into habits of idleness#

When Dale

first came to Virginia, he found the colonists play
ing at bowls in the streets of Jamestown to the com
plete neglect of their crops#7
Although due allowance be made for the
shortcomings of the settlers, a great mistake was made
in subjecting them to such a merciless system of
government#

It Is hardly conceivable that after the

march of civilisation up to the period of the seven
teenth century, death would have been threatened him
who should pluck an ear of corn or a flower from his
neighbor’s garden; that the same doom could have
awaited him who should thrice neglect to attend
church or should kill a fowl without permission from
the authorities#
Xt Is expedient at this point for one to
attempt to throw light on the much discussed problem

6#
7#

Smith* s Works (Arber ed#)* S5&
Smith’s Works, 557
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as to whether these Virginia laws were unusually
stern when compared with those of England at a
contemporary period*

Alexander Brown says "they

were not much, if any, more severe than the
Draconic Code which then obtained In England, In
which nearly three hundred crimes, varying from
murder

to keeping company with a gypsy, were

punishable by death*1*®

Individual enactments as

severe as many of these laws did exist In England
during the same period; but taken as a whole, the
laws of the colony were much more cruel in propor
tion to actual punishment inflicted*

It should be

borne in mind that Dale*s laws were rigidly enforced
during the period between 1610 and 1619 when England
was an England that had felt the enthusiasm of a
"golden age" not long past under the reign of Queen
Elizabeth*

It had traveled a long way from the in

tolerance that had characterized the reigns of
earlier rulers*

It was destined to lapse again Into

an intolerant despotism under the later Stuarts*
During the period intervening, however, there was a
brief recess when the novelties and exigencies of the
times required that the nation devote its attention
to expansion, along with the other nations of Europe,
rather than to a continuance of monarchial display of
power that had long since been recognized as a

S'* Brown, Alexander* *fiie dene's1s of the bnited
States* Vol. II, 555^655
“
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centralizing yet dictatorial factor in English life*
It was a time of commercial endeavor, of adventure
and colonization, of a rising element that held to
revolution rather than passive obedience*

The spirit

of a legal machine so arranged as to put down local
jurisdictions, and to curb individual initiative,
would have been inimical and inconsistent in view of
this type of society*

Thus, during the period when

Dale’s laws were in force in the colony, there was
a reaction of clemency that tended to soften the
infliction of punishment for crimes at a similar
period In England*
Further evidence of greater severity of
Dale’s laws in comparison with those of England Is
offered by officials In the colony during and shortly
sifter their period of duration*

John Rolfe, an

ardent advocate of the colony’s welfare, predicted
an Edenic period of good behavior when "may sleep
the rigour of your laws"•9

Ralph Hamor, one time

secretary of the colony, speaks of the "severe and
strict imprinted booke of articles", and makes note
that some are objecting that certain punishments
under these articles are "cruel, unusual and bar
barous", and admits that "they have been more severe
than usuall in England"*^

Sir Thomas Smith himself,

9'” TOree* s tracts, (second part of Nova Brittannia)
h i , uo.-m
10* Hamor, Ralph, A True Discourse of the Present
Estate of Virginia, 16Is* Richmond' Reprint, i860
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as ruling officer of the Virginia Company from
1607 to 1619, who was especially blamed, adopted
an apologetic tone, and said that they were pub
lished wad terroremH, and that he had written Captain
Martin in Virginia concerning his dislike for their
strictness •**■•** Furthermore, the charter allowed that
a law in Virginia might be more severe than the
corresponding law in England; likewise, laws could be
passed which had no prototypes in England, provided
the circumstances demanded*^

Thus, in England if

a man robbed or molested a garden or orchard, he
was liable only to damage or a whipping, but in
Virginia he would have been punished by death* IS
From these accounts It can be concluded that the
severity of Dale*s code was greater than that in
volving the infliction of punishment in England dur
ing the same period*
Captain George Yeardley became deputygovernor when Sir Thomas Dale finally retired to
England*

He held that office from the spring of

1616 to that of 1617*

No account of cruelty is

found during his administration*

11*

12*
13*

John Smith gives

Abstract of Proceedings of Virginia Company of
jk>ndon^lT7 1&&* Reply oT £ir Thomas Smytne
and Alderman Johnson to Captain Hargrave1s
petition, November, 1621
Brown* s Genesis of the United States, I, 206*

X, 66

Force, Peter, Articles, Lawes, and Orders,
Historical Tradfas, page 14, law £6
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evidence of ills rule as characterized by weak ad
ministration and poor discipline#14
Yeardley was succeeded by Captain Samuel
Argali, who ruled as deputy-governor from May, 1617,
to April, 1619.

His rule showed a definite trend

toward a humanness that was in sharp contrast to
that of Dale.

For instance, there was already a

law requiring regular church attendance on penalty
of "severe punishment for first offense, piercing of
the tongue with a bodkin for the second, and death
for the third".15 Argali put forth another on the
subject which modified the first by substituting
lighter penalties, the sharpest of which was service
to the colony a year and a day.15

By his inter

cession he also saved the lives of French prisoners
117
of war, whom Dale would have executed.
In June,
1617, he reprieved John Hudson, sentenced to death
for "divers crimes"; also, George White, who had
io
run away to the Indians• 0 Such glimpses tend to
show a softening trend In infliction of punishment
as well as in legislation itself.

14.

Sml th, John, Gene'ra'l History of Virginia. New
England and Summer Tslands 11ST9J, Richmond,
TSlfTT ,“^ 4 T “1 T T ^
16. Force, Peter, Ibid., Vol. Ill, No. 11
16. Brown. Alexander, l^Irst Republic, 278
17. Ibid., 191, 192
18. TEHxTT, 257
-------------------—
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Following Argali came Captain Nathaniel
Powell, but his rule lasted less than two weeks#
He was supplanted by George Yeardley, who now
returned with knightly honors from England#

He

brought a new charter, began a new representative
government, and having abolished the remnants of
the unjust code, Instigated by Dale, he organized
and assisted the general assembly in passing more
expedient, humane and moderate measures, - thus be
ginning what has been called the ”FIrst Republic in
America”

19#

Alexander Brown1s title for ills history of the
early period of Virginia

CHAPTER II
COURTS AND THEIR PRACTICES
1619

-

1776
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CHAPTER II
COURTS AND THEIR PRACTICES, 1619 - 1776
The colonists during the first twelve years
of their history had suffered severe discipline and
lack of constitutional rights*

Instead of adopting

the harsh features of the English criminal law,
the Virginians with their first legislative as
sembly set a liberal example which was to grow more
so throughout the seventeenth century, and to which
England did not adhere until a century and a half
later#

This first assembly, which met at Jamestown

July 30, 1619, is Indication of the fact that an
extensive expansion of the colony had begun*

It was

no longer the petty communal group that by the very
nature of Its existence had made It subservient to
the severity of Dale,s laws#

This expansion, which

continued, carried with it those things that were
to make for greater kindness and leniency In their
future criminal enactments and dispositions*

Be

ginning with this period of expansion, one can readily
see a contrast In the graduating leniency of the
penalties imposed for numerous crimes in Virginia
with the degree to which the same crimes were punished
in an England that was suffering a relapse of severity
which unfolded Itself as the Stuart tyranny evolved#
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Under this expansive influence, which was the fore
runner of the great plantation life in Virginia,
men became more tolerant toward their neighbors,
who, like themselves, were busy conquering the
wilderness and building homes*

If nature was harsh

to these expansionists, it was also bountiful in its
supply of life-preserving gifts*

The forest was full

of game; the streams of fish; and a great expanse of
wilderness, deep-rooted with mighty timber in its
virgin soil, lay in wait for the pioneer home
builder*

It is from these conditions that one is

enabled to see how lenient the administration of
justice would evolve throughout the seventeenth
century in Virginia, in sharp contrast to that of
England with its great concentration of population,
its aristocratic institutions, Its tyrannical con
servatism, all developing Its harsh outlook on the
inviolable rights of property and person*
In 1619 the Virginia constitution began
to crystallize into its permanent form*

The in

stitutional growth of the colony had not gone
far before its channels for administration of justice
began to develop*
Though the duties of the assembly were
chiefly legislative, yet from the beginning until
1682, it also acted as a court of justice, being the
highest judicial tribunal in the colony*

The assembly

transacted its judicial business through & committee
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of Justice composed, of members of both bouses of the
legislature.

The decisions of this body had to be

confirmed by the *6aole assembly*

By 1682 three-

fourths of those who sat in this Joint committee
were burgesses*

Thus the lower house, which was

chosen by the people, held a controlling voice in
the determination of all causes referred to the
assembly for trial*

The nature of Justice meted

out by this body seems to have been in keeping with
the spirit of the times*
Appeals to the assembly continued to be
allowed until 1682, when they were stopped by order
of the King*

It came about as a result of a dis

pute wherein the burgesses contended that the coun
cilors, having already given their decisions in the
General Court, should not sit again on the same cases
in the committee of the assembly*

By the end of the

seventeenth century the assembly had been divested
of Its judicial functions*^

The royal order that

abolished appeals to the assembly eliminated the
only element of democracy that had found its way
into the Judiciary*

Prom this time on, the judiciary

was aristocratic In all its branches*
Next to the assembly In the order of juris
diction came the Quarter Court, which became known as
the General Court.

It consisted of the governor and

IV "4H, 36, " ^ , a40, SB? ;
277-84, 392-95

5H,' m - l T , '
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Ills council, and grew out of the old council court
which administered justice in the first years of
the colony* s existence,3

During its early years

the meetings were held at irregular intervals*®
After a few years a system of regular quarterly
terms evolved, and the name "Quarter Courtw could
be properly used*4

in 1659 one of its regular

meetings was abolished, thus reducing its sessions
to three a year*®

The term "Quarter Court" thereby

became improper, and that of "General Court was sub
stituted for it*®

Prom that time on, the court met

regularly in April and October *^
The governor presided over the General
Court and passed sentence on convicted criminals*3
When the councilors were equally divided, the governor
cast the deciding vote*^

He could grant pardons for

all offenses except willful murder and treason*

2*
3*
4*
5#
6*
7*
8*
9*

doldniftl kecords of Virginia* £4, 2&
Virginia dourt BooTr, 1622-1626
tw f r m ----- ---1H, 524
2H, 58
Jones, Hugh#Present State ofVirginia, 29*
DinwiddlePapers, f, SSsS* 3B, 107 299; 5H, 319,
SSSTj W 7 " 3 5 5 T
Hartwell, Blair and C$ailton, Present State of
Virginia, 156* General Court Records, l£70°^76 , 53
l^ainiFury Mss*, i m - T g 3T7T& T ~ T?^ olph Mss*,
2oV* McDonald Papers, I, 377V
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The General Court possessed both original
and appellate jurisdiction*

During the greater part

of the seventeenth century, the General Court and
the assembly were the only courts in the colony
that could

punish important criminal offenses, those

affecting life or member*^

Persons charged with

grave offenses were tried by a petit jury after they
had been indicted by a grand jury*-*"*- In the early
years, certain offenses, chiefly moral violations
could be brought before this court by church wardens*
These officers reported those who had been guilty
during the year of drunkenness, adultery, swearing,
absence from church, Sabbath-breaking, and other
sins of like character*

This practice, however,

seems to have been discontinued by the court before
the middle of the seventeenth century*^
While the General Court tried to conform
Its decisions to the laws of England, yet it was im
possible to fit the judicial business of the colony
Into the same mold Into udiich that of the mother
country has been cast*

A certain amount of elasti

city was necessary in adapting the laws to conditions

TO* "BTalirY 'Har£weTT and'm T g o n ~ 4 ^ '
^hT gr:--------Ludwell Papers, Vol* III* Records of Henrico
L’o'
u n W , TT1T-I724 , 47, 109,^TSg,"T4gT 37VZ-Kfercer, Virginia's Laws, 9, 153.
11. Robinson TTssT,'TSI "TSTBS
12. ra; I5ET7 1557 156, 130. Robinson Mss.. 220
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la Virginia#13 Besides, a legal education was not
a requisite for member ship In the council, and thus
the judges did not always know how to apply the
common law#

Likewise, circumstances brought forth

cases far different from any having arisen in England;
consequently, the court had to rely on its own
originality in rendering many of its decisions#
After the sessions of the General Court
were reduced to two a year, criminals would necessarily
have to be imprisoned six months before trial*

Soon

the need was felt for a more speedy administration
of justice*

The result was the formation of a new

criminal tribunal, the Court of Oyer and Terminer#
Qhus an order bearing the date 1692 authorized the
governor to grant special commissions of oyer and
terminer at any time for the trial of capital of
fenses which could not be reported to the General
Court on the day usually set for the hearing of
criminal cases#1^4 . After this relief court had be
come established, its sessions were held twice a
year, in June and December, and the intervals be
tween the terms of the General Court were thus
equally divided#15

is;

14*
16*

t

h

t

* s ----------------- ----------------------------------

1C, 36, 36
Virginia Gazette, Dec* 15, 1768; June 15, 1769#
WebbY 'Virginia Justice, 107# Hugh Jones, Present
State of Virginia* g9
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The most Important of the Inferior courts
was the County Court.
as early as 1624#^®

Such courts were established
Their creation was the neces

sary result of the rapid growth of the colony#

As

the settlers pushed back the wilderness, it became
very difficult for those living at a distance to go
to James City for settlement of their minor disputes#
Counties were formed rapidly, and each was given a
local court as soon as it was organized#
there were sixteen counties in Virginia,^

In 1658
and by

1782 the number had Increased to seventy-four#***®
The judges soon came to bear the title of justices of
the peace #^®

They were appointed by the governor and

c o u n ci l, an d usually varied in number from eight to
eighteen#^*1*
Early records show that decisions were
often rendered as would result in an income to the

T57

lii, 1 3 3

17#
18#
19#
20#
21*

Ibid## 424-431
Jefferson’s Notes on Virginia# 116
1H, 132, 133TS57 TO
1H, 125
1H. 1695 2H# 21# Accomac County Court Records#
1637-1643# 159# rienrlco County Records." 16W 1692 , 244, 332; ibid##~T?19-lv/§4# 6; ibid##
1710-1714. 253-3$9# ^Rappahannock County
Records# 1686-1692 , 2lT# CHarIes 'CTEy
County ^Records # 1758 -1762 , 246
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community*

From tho uniqu0 psnalties attach6d

to certain offenses, one would think that the judges
adhered to the belief that the wickedness of man
should be harnessed and made to do service in the
cause of righteousness#

A few cases are recorded

In which wrong-doer s were required to build a pair
of stocks and dedicate them to the county by sitting
In them during divine worship, and In 1638 a man who
had been guilty of fornication was ordered to build
a ferry-boat for the use of the people ^ 2

in

1634 a man convicted of abusing another was ordered
by the court to ”daub the church as soon as the roof
can be repaired”.^3

On another occasion, disobedience

In regard to carrying arms was punished by requiring
the offender to repair to the church the following
Saturday and pull up all the weeds growing in the
churchyard and the paths leading to it#^4
Although the people had no voice, direct
or indirect, in the selection of justices, the county

23#
24#

Ac comae Records, i6&£-i^40, S&,
Norfolk* County
1637-1643, 13 •
Ac comae Rec ords , 16$£-1640, 16
88

Lower*""
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court system* on the whole* adapted itself well to
the exigencies of the times*

The Virginia judges

adopted a system of criminal law that differed very
little from that of England in capital offenses*
but demonstrated practical wisdom and foresight by
graduating the punishments for minor offenses; thus
beginning a new era in the history of criminal law*
and* at the same time* laying the foundation to
individual rights* the denial of which in the eighteen
th century was to set the spark to the American
Revolution*
Before the end of the seventeenth century
there developed a definite system for the examina
tion of prisoners in counties*26

When an arrest was

ordered for an act which the justice did not deem
cognizable in the county court* he ordered the sheriff
to summon his fellow magistrates to a special court
of examination* to be held within ten days after
the issuance of the warrant*

If it proved to be

a case over which the county court had no juris
diction, it was sent up to the General Court* and
the prisoner was taken at once to the public jail
at the capital unless the offense was bailable* in
which case he was given twenty days in which to find
bail.26

SS: ' 'HappaWiock K e c o r d a 1585-1'533. 155T— 5ff/ 5357'
26. JJJi, &8y-39ij
541. 542. Henrico Records,
1719-1724, 137, 138; ibid., T7S*7^I74^7^m66,
252 , 253. Webb, Virginia 'Justice, 109-115.
Starke, Virginia 7us'tlce'. 1TI-T253.
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Prior to 1692, there were no special courts
for the trial of slaves charged with capital crimes.
They were tried like freemen, and given a trial by
jury#

This method of trial proved erspensive and pre

vented a speedy administration of justice where such
should have been inflicted without delay to deter
other slaves from crime#

Consequently, a special

court of oyer and terminer for the trial of slaves
was created in 1692 by an act of the assembly#

This

proved an advantage to the slave, since convictions
could be made only with a unanimous vote of the
judges present, and these men were better qualified
and less liable to render unjust sentences than the
average jury of the period#^7
By the year 1634, the development of the
colony necessitated the appointment of sheriffs for
the counties.^®

During the early years sheriffs

attended public meetings for the purpose of making
arrests and serving warrants#

The fear that re

sulted caused many people not to attend musters and
church on Sundays#

This decrease in attendance

hindered the transaction of public and private busi
ness*

The assembly realized this fact, and in 165S

enacted that no warrants should thereafter be served
on anyone on the Sabbath or on muster days#^

27#
28*
29#

By

teaiiagh, history of Slavery in Virginia, &S
1H, 224# Accomac~TTecords „ 13^2-1640, T? •
1H, 457-- --------------
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1637 the office of constable had become an establish
ed part of the coxmty government*3° As assistant to
the sheriff, the constable had not only to execute
orders and decrees of the courts and the assembly, but
he acted also in the role of conservator of the
peace*

Shis office carried peculiar duties at times;

for instance, that of seeing that each farmer planted
as many acres in corn as the law required, and did
not allow suckers to grow after his tobacco had been
cut.31
Since there was no attorney-general during
the early years to give legal advice to the Quarter
Court, the governor and council sent to England for
such opinions as they felt justified by circumstances*32
The first attorney-general was Richard Lee, appointed
in 1643.3s
During the seventeenth century breaches of
the penal laws were prosecuted in the counties by
those who reported them to the courts, who were given
one-half of all the fines imposed for offenses reported
by them*

30*
31*
32*
33.
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the accused for M s half of the fines and would
then stop the prosecution*

This would cause the

case to be thrown out of court, and the crown would
fail to receive its half of the fine*

Consequently,

in 1711 Governor Spottswood issued a proclamation
appointing prosecuting attorneys for the counties*^
From the above facts one concludes that the
judiciary in colonial Virginia was subordinate to
that of the legislature; that most of the judges
of that period were forced to rely on their own
judgment more than on law and precedents; and that,
in spite of certain latent weaknesses, it may be
inferred that justice was usually fairly administer
ed by the upper as well as the lower courts#

CHAPTER III
CRIMES AND THEIR PUNISHMENTS
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CHAPTER III
CRIMES AND THEIR PUNISHMENTS
There was no lack of variety in the
punishments that the early justices inflicted on
criminals#

They often invented penalties and

fitted them to offenses without the guidance of any
legal precedent#

In this respect their originality

overran their knowledge of the law.^

In nearly all

of the penalties and punishments, scoffing, derision
and contemptuous publicity were applied to the of
fender by means of demeaning, degrading and help
less exposure in insulting and painful ”engines of
punishment”, such as the bilboes, stocks, pillory,
brank, ducking stool, and others#

Thus, with the

offenders confined and exposed to the gibes and
constant mockery of the whole community, the peculiar
power of the punishment was accented.

Kindred in

their nature and force were the punishments of
branding, mutilation, and labeling with written
placards or initials#

X#

Accomac bounty Records, 165&-164Q, 2d
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Public Penance
The custom of performing penance in public
by humiliation, either through conspicuous action,
position or confession is as old as the Church of
Rome, and was a custom of the Church of England long
before it became a part of the Dissenters* discipline*
Hius, it is not strange that a mingling of barbarity
and Christianity, unrivaled by any other code of
laws issued in Americaj namely, Dale's Code, punish
ed offenders equally by physical and moral penance*
ihis practice, likewise, continued throughout the
colonial period, although in a graduating degree of
leniency*
This punishment was chiefly applied to
those offenders of the moral law, and for such acts
as slander and drunkenness*
ness was rigidly enforced*

The repression of drunken
An example is noted in

Northampton County in 1648 of one "Robert Warder G&hcQ
was ordered to stand at the church door at Nassawattocks with a great pot tyed about his neck, thereby
signifying the merit of his offence for being
drunk*•*****#tt^

Another instance is found in the

records of Lower Norfolk County, (1649):"*•«♦* and
his wife, Anne, for indecent and ungodly false

# * " 3 V , ” 46B
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communication, stand at the great door of the parish,
church on two severall Sundays, each of them with a
paper on their heads, written with the names of all
the people they defamed, and with these words, fI
am hartily sorry for any wrong or injury I have done
the persons above written#

I doe crave forgiveness

for ye same*######®
A number of instances are found in which
women who had erred from the path of virtue or had
slandered their neighbors were compelled to make
public confession while standing on stools in the
church, with white sheets wrapped around them and
white wands in their hands#^

One woman who refused

to comply with such an order was ordered to be
whipped, the number of lashes to be increased to
fifty, these to be given every Monday until she
fulfilled her sentence#®

No doubt such varied

penalties of public confession left a lasting im
pression on the self-esteem of those who had brought
themselves under the censure of the court#

A case is

found of a man who stole a pair of pantaloons, and
was sentenced to appear in church during the whole
time of worship for three Sundays with a pair of
TSZ £S,~~86
4# Accomac Records, 1632-1640, 123, 145# Lower
Norfolic County Records, 1637-1643, 219, £2$#
Accomac Necoras. 1640-1645 # 200#
5# Lower Norfolk bounty Records, 1637-1643, 121, 137
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breeches tied around his neck, and the word wthiefw
written upon his back#**

Henry Charlton disliked

the Reverend William Cotton, rector of Hunger*s
Parish, and remarked at church Mif he had Mr* Cotton
without the church-yard, he would kick him over the
Palysadoes and calling of him black-coated raskall”*
For this he was sentenced to build a pair of stocks
and sit in them three Sabbath days at the church
door during the time of service, and there ask Mr*
Cotton* s forgiveness publicly**^ A case occurred in
Lower Norfolk in 1646 in which the guilty person,
having first received fifteen lashes on his bare back,
was sentenced to wear in court a paper on his head
inscribed thereon the name of the person wronged, and
this paper was to be worn in the parish church and also
at a public meeting, to be held at Elizabeth River*8
Some years later a woman in Northampton was punished
for slander by being condemned to stand at the door
of her parish church, during the singing of the
psalm, with a gag in her mouth*9

In several instances

those charged with some form of treason but after
wards becoming subjects of the King* s clemency, were
permitted to go free on condition of their asking
forgiveness publicly****8

This punishment was adjudged

5T " W ; 37--------------- ----------------------- 7•
p* 96
8* Lower Norfolk County Records, Vol* 1646-5, 15*
Capt* Willoughby was the person slandered*
9* Northampton County Records. Vol. 1651-54, 170
10. Surry County kecorasY vol. 1671-84 , 201
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for Colonel Robert Beverley, who was supposed to
have given active encouragement to the plans of
the Plant-cutters In 1682*^
Thus it may be inferred from the above
instances relating to drunkenness, defamation and
sundry violations of the moral law, that the penalty
ranged from a heavy fine to a shameful exposure In
the stocks or the parish church, and from such to a
very severe flogging at the whipping post*

Branding and Maiming
There is nothing more abhorrent to the
general sentiment of humanity today than the universal
custom of all civilized nations until the present
century of branding and maiming criminals*

In these

barbarous methods of degrading criminals the colonists
in America followed the customs and copied the laws
of the fatherland*

The sight of a man lopped of his

ears or slit of his nostrils or with a seared brand
or great gash in his forehead or cheek did not daunt
the stout stomachs that eagerly gathered about the
poor victims in their public sufferings*
In the despotism of early Virginia, under
the Code of Martial Law established by Sir Thomas
Dale, the fierceness of punishment was appalling*

T lT 'TToTdnlirr Entry Book"'VolT I5 '5'6 -'Sg."TS7
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Particularly sever© was the punishment inflicted on
those who spoke disrespectfully of the governmental
authorities*

That the early councilors were not in

clined to tolerate seditious utterances may be seen
from the manner in which they disposed of the follow
ing case, which came before them in 1624*

A man who

had spoken disrespectfully concerning Governor Wyatt
was brought before the council*

This court ordered

that the tongue of the offender should be bored
through with an awl and that he should Mpass through
a guard of forty men, should (shall) be butted by
every one of them, at the head of the troop kicked
and footed out of the fort; that he shall be banish
ed out of James City and the Plantation, that he
shall not be capable of any priviledge or freedom©
of the country*•
In Virginia many offenses were punished by
loss of the ears or by slitting the ears*

Among

other penalties decreed to ndeceiptful bakers", dis
honest cooks, cheating fishermen, or careless fish
dressers was "to lose his eares"**^
A case is noted of Edward Sharpless, clerk
of council, who was sentenced to have his ears cut
off for showing the records of the Burgesses and
Council to the three commissioners who in 1624 had

i’SV

kobmson kss*, & S , 29*
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been sent over to Virginia by the King to oppose
the Virginia Company*^

However, he lost only a

portion of one ear*
An act was passed by the General Assembly In
1679 which provided that one guilty of the second
offense in hog-stealing should stand in the pillory for
two hours* with both ears nailed thereto, and then
have the ears cut off*^®

She loss of ears for such

offenses was very prevalent in the early days*^6
During the colonial period, the severity
of the laws was mitigated by the custom of allowing
the benefit of clergy to criminals*

This was original

ly a monkish privilege extended to English ecclesias
tics in criminal processes in secular courts*

It

was granted originally In 1274 and was not abolished
in England until 1827*

In 1732 the Virginia assembly

extended this privilege to Negroes, Indians, and
mulattoes, and ordered that the reading test should
thereafter never be required of anyone who should
claim It*l^
The crimes placed without the benefit of
clergy by the statutes were murder, burglary,
burning of houses, horse stealing, and manslaughter
when committed by a Negro, Indian or mulatto*

14V
15*
16*
17*

la s r r m s is v , s&; lin rr? ---------------------2H, 441; 3H, 179
5H, 546; 6H, 106; 12H,
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benefit was allowed only once to a criminal during
his lifetime*1^

When the court granted this benefit

to an offender, it substituted burning in the hand
for the death penalty**^

Some of the symbols used

were as follows:
S* L* for seditious libel, could be
burned on either cheek
M* for murder and manslaughter
T* for thief
R* for rogue or vagabond, or runaway
servant; usually branded on the shoulder
F* for forgery (second offense)
This imprint was burned into the hand not
merely to punish the criminal, but also to put a
mark on him which would show that he had received
the benefit of clergy, atnd thus keep him from de
ceiving the court into granting the privilege a
second time*20

However, in the eighteen “
Ha century

branding became more of an act of form, for it could
be done with a cold iron*^

When a person was ad

mitted to clergy, he forfeited all his goods; but
when he was burned in the hand, he was reinstated
in the possession of his lands*

By the act of

TSV~‘4TT7 3SS*— Webb’/
--------- Starke, Virginia Justlce* 57* Mercer, Virginia
Laws* 54*
19* Virginia Gazette* Oct* 29, 1736; June 10,
7W s T » '; T 75T;~Eay 12, Dec* 15, 1768;
June 15, 1769*
20* Starke, Virginia Justice, 87
21 • Virginia Gazette* Dec* 7. 1739* Starke* ibid*
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branding, bis credit was also restored, and bis
disability for acting as a witness was removed*22
Indians, Negroes, and mulattoes, who were given
the privilege of clergy, besides being burned in the
band, could be punished by whipping*2®
So rife was branding24 and maiming that
it may be ironically Inferred that long hair and wigs
bad, in many cases, a far more practical use than
mere conformity to style*

Romantic old tales tell

of carefully bidden deformities, of gauntleted
strangers whose hands, when revealed, displayed the
conspicuous brand of past villainies.

Likewise, It

may be surmised that shocks were often experienced
when a breeze might lift the locks from a friend’s
cheek, revealing a ghastly hole instead of an ear
or uncovering a fiery letter on the forehead*
Hanging and Quartering
When the death penalty was pronounced, the
rope was the chief means of putting an end to a
criminal#

One case Is found In York County In

16582®, and another In Henrico In 1 6 8 8 In which no
mention is made of the use of a scaffold. That the

22.
23*
24*

Starke , Virglnia‘ Jus 11ce, 91 '
Mercer, Virginia Laws, 54
Virginia Gazette, May 9, 1751; June13, 1751;

25*
26.

May 9, 1756'; March 21, 1756
Northumberland County Records, August 6, 1659
Henrico County Minute Hook, TL682-1701, 198,
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public hangman’s office possessed a rather sinister
nature may be seen from the fact that a person was
often sentenced to serve in this role as a form of
punishment for some offense which he had committed*
For instance, the General Court in 1624 ordered
Charles Maxey, who was convicted of assault, to do
execution upon the body of Thomas Hoyle, who had al
ready been condemned by the court.^

Some years

later, in 1653, William Gray, a boy of fourteen years,
having been found guilty of incontinence, was ordered
to act as hangman at the gallows in Northampton.®®
In February 1676-7, Richard Haines, a servant of
Bryan Smith, was set free by order of the General
Assembly on condition that he should act as a
Hcommon hangman11.®® As a rule, it was the sheriff’s
duty to execute all criminals so condemned In his
boundaries, for which he was allowed, by Act of
Assembly, five hundred pounds of tobacco.®®
Apparently the residents of Jamestown as
late as Berkeley* s administration possessed a pro
fessional hangman.

Having performed numerous exe

cutions on the victims of Bacon’s rebellion, he
appeared in a rather amusing incident In 1677.

The

Commissioners who had condemned Berkeley for his un-

27.

Minutes of1 the Council and General Court,

28.
29.

Northampton County Records, Vol. 1651-54, 181
Colonial TKtiv^opk-, YoTTlXXVi. Orders of
cieneral Assembly, X676-’7
Acts of Assembly, 1677

30.
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merciful treatment of Bacon1s followers were leaving
his home to he conveyed to Jamestown.

Upon entering

the vehicle according to their rank, they found to
their chagrin that their postillion was that of the
common hangman.

As they drove away they saw Lady

Berkeley peeping at them in evident

derision.

For crimes without the benefit of clergy,
hanging was the usual punishment, 32 though occa
sionally the death penalty came in a more barbarous
form*

Frequent mention is made of heads and quarters

of Negroes who had been hanged being set up in
various parts of the county as a warning to others.®^
Such a sentence was passed in the words "hanged, drawn
and quartered”• For instance, at a court held in
Goochland County in 1733, two Negroes were convicted
of murder and ordered to be hanged and their heads
and quarters set up on poles in several parts of the
county.

51.

Letter of English'ddmmiss'i'oners * found! in binder "
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Throughout the colonial period, hanging
was a popular penalty for such acts as arson,®®
burglary,®6

killing cattle,®^

stealing,®®

poisoning,40

murder,®®

treason,41

(if successful and by Negroes)#

horse

and assault42

Mien a slave was

thus disposed of, the county paid the master's es
tate a fair estimate of his or her worth#

This was

in conformity with the principle that the property
of the individual was being taken for the public
good#43

wh©n the sentence of hanging was given by

the court, it was executed without delay#

In Henrico

County in the early part of the eighteenth century,
slaves convicted thus seem to have been hanged on
the first Friday after their trial, and two cases
are recorded in which only two days elapsed between
the trial of a slave and his execution#44

gy Such

a speedy administration of justice the criminal was

55T" "IXrr Sgg; "867, 5 75 #” OT(T)7 'T15r; "173-------------------36. 2C, 676
37# 4Ibld#, 356
38# Slb'iZI, 117, 209, 364, 507# 8T, 62# 2W(1), 61
39# 3TT7~335, 401, 497 ; 4C, 588, 606, 625; 6C, 58,
110, 508, 589, 590#
40# 18V, 282, 283
41# 1H, 146
42# Minutes of the Council and General Court,
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44# Henrico Records, 1719-1724, 39. 159, 547; ibid#,
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deprived of the opportunity of seeking a pardon from
the governor; and In 1748 it was provided that death
sentences against slaves should never be executed
except in cases of conspiracy, rebellion, or in
surrection until after ten days had elapsed.46
Toward the middle of the eighteenth
century there occurred in Orange the instance of
a Hegro who was hanged for breaking into a house and
stealing something valued at a quarter.

(However, he

had been pardoned once, and the law refused him the
benefit of clergy a second time.)46
It may be inferred from the above instances
that justice was prompt and pitiless to all those
convicted of offenses carrying the death penalty*
Lynching was unknown and could not have been justi
fied then on the plea that the court would not ad
minister a punishment sufficiently severe.
Stocks, Pillory, and Whipping-Post
One of the earliest of the degrading engines
of confinement for public exposure to be brought to
this country was that of the "bilboesw. They were a
simple but effective restraint: a long heavy bolt or
bar of iron having two sliding shackles, somewhat
like handcuffs, and a lock.

4^
46.

efr. lO&V
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In these shackles were

starlie. Virginia Justice, £713.
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thrust the legs of criminals, who were then locked
In with a padlock*

In Virginia, however, the bil

boes had a short term of use in the earliest years
of the settlement*

Planks and woodwork were plenti

ful everywhere In the new world, and iron at first
equally scarce; consequently, stocks and pillory
proved easier of attainment and construction*
Stocks were formed by two heavy timbers,
the upper one of which could be raised and when
lowered was held In place by a lock*

In these two

timbers were cut two half-circle notches which met
two similar notches when the upper timber was In
place, and thus formed round holes, holding firmly
in place the legs of the imprisoned culprit*

Thus

securely restrained, he was powerless to escape
the jests and jeers of every Idler in the community*
The pillory was an upright board, hinged or
divisible in two, with a hole in which the head was
set fast, and usually with two openings for the hands*
Often the ears were nailed to the wood on either side
of the head-hole*

Hawthorne In his Scarlet Letter

speaks of it as
".♦..♦♦that Instrument of dis
cipline, so fashioned as to confine the
human head in Its tight grasp, and
thus hold it up to the public gaze*
The very Ideal of Ignominy was em
bodied and made manifest in this
contrivance of wood and iron* There
ean be no outrage, me thinks, against
our common nature - whatever the
delinquencies of the individual no outrage more flagrant than to
forbid the culprit to hide his face
for shame
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As these instruments had to he made of heavy
and enduring timber, their cost was considerable*
The erection of a new whipping-post and pair of
stocks in 1656 in Lancaster was estimated at four
hundred pounds of tobacco, the larger part of which
was needed for the latter*^

Later, two hundred

pounds of tobacco were allowed in Westmoreland for
the erection of a pair of stocks, and they were required to be made of locust wood*^®

An Act of

Assembly passed in March, 1661-2, required that
the whipping-post, stocks and pillory be built
in close proximity to every court-house in the
colony*^®

A county was subjected to a heavy fine

should it fail to comply with this act; and in 1664,
such a fine was imposed on the authorities of Surry*
The cost of erecting these three instruments was in
1679 estimated at one thousand and thirty-nine pounds
of tobacco *5^*
The offenses for which people suffered by
these instruments were many and varied and often
inconstant*

Some of them were: sedition, blasphemy,

witch-craft, perjury, wife-beating, cheating, forni
cation, forestalling, forging, gaming, quarrelling,

47*
48*

49*
50*
51*
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lying, slandering, threatening, drunkenness, and
impudence*
As a good sound British institution, and
in order that the settlers might have familiar
home-like surroundings in the new land, the whipping
post was promptly set up.

So common were whippings

in the southern colonies at the date of settlement
that in Virginia even lflaunderers and launderesses1*
who wdare to wash any uncleane Linen, drive bucks,
or throw out the water or suds of fowle clothes in
the open straetesw,®^ were severely whipped.

This

punishment continued throughout the colonial period,
however in less severity with the passing years and
often admitting a fine as substitute.

For the

correction of slaves it continued until the Civil
War banished slavery and the whipping-post from every
state except Maryland and Delaware*
It Is interesting to note how frequently
this punishment was invoked in cases involving ir
regular sex relations.

Women were scarce in the early

days of the colony1s growth, and often one woman would
unduly encourage two or three men in prospective
matrimony.

The result was trouble, and death in some

527“ Force, EeterT Articles. Lawes. and Orders,
Historical Tracts, Vol. Ill, No. 11
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Instances, which weakened the colony’s defense against
the Indians* Consequently, in 1624, it was enacted
that
”*••*•» every minister should
give notice in his church that what
man or woman soever should use any
word or speech, tending to a contract
of marriage to two several persons
at one time •*••♦♦ as might entangle or breed scruples In their
consciences, should for such their
offense, either undergo corporal
correction Q>y whipping} or be
punished by fine*#* ***7"
The sin of fornication became, with the in
creasing burden of the colony’s maintenance of il
legitimate children, a crime to be punished severely#
In consideration of the numerous cases of Inconti
nence, assault, adultery and sexual immorality, it
must be remembered that the people of the colonial
era were starved emotionally, and that most of the
first women Immigrants came as Indentured servants
in search of employment*

As a rule, many of these

women had not been imbued with the strictest principles
of virtue prior to their departure from the mother
country, and after their arrival in Virginia their
contracts made marriage difficult*

They were also

exposed as a prey to the promiscuous advances of
the lowest class to be found in the c o m and to
bacco fields*

5&*

Likewise, in migrating to this
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country, they loft the influence of social ties
and relatives, the absence of which often re
sulted in a lease* degree of self-control*
At an early period, punishment for such
acts of sexual immorality was very severely ad
ministered, even though the guilty parties had
afterwards married and their child born in wed
lock*®^

In a case of bastardy occurring In

Ac comae about 1640, the father was required
to confess the sin, while the mother was sen
tenced to be whipped until thirty lashes had been
laid on her bare back*®®

A conviction for adultery

in 1642 invoked the sentence of public confession,
and later a severe flogging.56

Sometimes the court

waived the latter part of the sentence for the
woman,0
caped.

but generally it was the man who es
For example, in 1649 in Lower Norfolk, the

mother was condemned to receive fourteen lashes,
and theJEhther to pay the cost of building a bridge
across one of the county creeks.

Similar cases

occurred In James City, Lancaster County, and
others.58
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The records of the various counties show
that after the middle of the seventeenth century
such cases of incontinence, and the like, became
more numerous because of the rapid Increase in the
number of female domestic and agricultural servants
imported
All those guilty of impudence to the
court or to a superior were sentenced to be lashed*
In Lower Norfolk County in 1637, a woman who had
been impertinent to Colonel Adam Thoroughgood was
forced to receive twenty lashes.6^

Thomas Parks,

having been abusive to a jury, was sentenced to
receive thirty lashes on his naked shoulders*
Anyone guilty of persuading another’s
servant to run away was sentenced to receive thirty
lashes. 62 This penalty was also imposed for picking
a pocket; an attempt to steal a boat, whether suecessful or not; stealing powder and shot*
53V "Tower"NorToTk" County Hecor^sT VoTVTSST-^S'.-ll4* ¥ork County Recor6.3 B Vol • 1657-62, 418.
AccomacTCbunty Reco'rcts,' Vol. 1663-66, 23;
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When two or more were Involved in a theft, the
punishment was meted according to the circumstances •
For instance, three sailors in 1684 were hailed into
Lower Norfolk County Court for stealing poultry*
Since one disabled seaman was all the ship could
allow when about to sail, it was ordered that one
of the culprits receive the entire number of lash
es instead of distributing them among the three*®^
By the middle of the eighteenth century
many people were wandering about in the colony*
Consequently, in 1748 the General Assembly passed
an act regarding vagrancy, which stated that a
justice of peace should direct persons guilty of
such act to be whipped from constable to constable
to the parish wherein his wife or children live,
and there be delivered to a justice of the peace,
"and there to take unto himself lawful undertaking”*®®
Along with the sentence of whipping often
went the additional penalty of ^stocks” or npilloryff*
The first legislative assembly sat as a court in de
ciding a few matters*

It sentenced a servant,

Garnet, to have his ears nailed to the pillory for
four days and be publicly whipped each day, for ob
scene conduct*6^

Later, it ordered one Proctor, for

84* Lower Norfolk County KecorCLs, Vol* 1675-&6, 170
65#
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66* 2V, 65
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■unjust accusation, to suffer on© month* s imprisonment, and then set in the pillory and have his ears
nailed*^

A court held June 4, 1626, passed the

following sentence:
wAt this court© John Shelley
and Nathaniell ffloyde for stealing©
away a maid© servant from Capt. ffrancis
West were censured to sitt two howers
in the stocks and each of them to pay
200 weight of Tobacco to be ymployed
to pub lick© uses and to restore and
deliver back the said© maide servant
again to Capt. West w* th all convenient
speede at their further p*r*ll (peril)
from whence they stole her away”.
In 1683 the sheriff in Rappahannock was
given orders to set a certain offender in the pillory
Mfast by the neckw, which meant that the criminal* s
ear was nailed to the post, and he was not released
■until that organ had been severed from his head.**®
However, by the middle of the eighteenth century
this punishment applied chiefly and almost solely
to incorrigible slaves, whose mutilation thus
served as a public advertisement should they later
be found wandering from the master* s plantation*

57*
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Instances of the use of stocks, pillory,
and whipping post throughout the colonial period sire
too numerous to cite#^

Even considering the brutal

utility made of these instruments in many cases, it
should be remembered that some means of restraint
was necessary, and a prison could not be built In a
day*

It seemed an easy settlement of the difficulty,

doing effectually with stocks and whip what a
prison cell does with many#

Besides, it was not

their use but their glare of publicity that was of
fensive#
Prom the records the following conclusions
are Inferred in regard to stocks, whipping-post and
pillory:
1* The public situation of these
punitive Instruments was an im
portant factor In punishment, as
it was the disgrace of being seen
and heckled by the crowds that
worried the criminal#
2# The pillory was regarded as a
more severe punishment than the
stocks; the whlpping-post was the
most severe, as it was a punishment
that usually followed one or two
hours in the pillory#

70V '"Tower'fforfolg bounty'BeborgsV"’
VolV 'IBBS-gSV 35ST
Tjancaater County Records,r Orders July 14, 1680#
Middlesex dounty kecords* Vol# 1694-1703, 340#
IE, T457 "lMT," 170',.‘177,"“195,
201, 220,266,465,

552; 2 Ibid., 116, 142, 146 ,385 , 386 , 441#
4V, 23,“138,*"1575 7 Ibid#, 135, 369# 2W(1), 17;
3 ibid#, 217# m , 32T
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3*

The earlier records are rail
or rererences to persons having
their ears nailed to the pillory
and cut loose. This punishment
was mitigated and finally seems
to have disappeared toward the
end of the colonial period#

4#

The public was permitted to pelt
the victims in the pillory and
stocks# Mr* Channing in writing
of these occurrences says, "During
this execution of the majesty of
the law the neck of the culprit
was bent to a most uncomfortable
curve, presenting a facial mark
for those salutations of stale
eggs which seemed to have been™
preserved for the occasion"•

5#

The pillory, stocks and whipping
posts were required in every county,
and had to be located conspicuously
near the county court houses and
prisons#
Ducking

In the Statute Books of Virginia from Dale's
time onward, ducking was used extensively for the
punishment of such acts as slander, brewing bad
beer, baking bad bread, pretensions to witchcraft,
and others*

Prior to the official erection of

ducking stools, the punishment was administered by
drawing the culprit through the water#

In 1626

the General Court sentenced Margaret Jones, detect
ed in adultery, to be dragged at a boat's stern In
James River from the shore to a vessel riding in the
stream, and from the vessel back to the shore# *7*2

71#
72.
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Channing, History of 'the United States, Vol. 1,
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year following, the wife of Christopher Hall, of
Archer’s Hope, was condemned to he HtrayledM around
the ship f,Margaret and John”, and then soused under
water three times, because she often caused a dis
turbance among her neighbors by her scoldings and
railings* 73 in 1634 a woman in Accomac County who
had slandered another, was ordered by the court to
acknowledge her guilt in the parish church on Sunday
and upon her refusal to obey, she was to be drawn
across King’s Creek at the stern of a canoe*74
A letter written to G0vernor Ehdicott of
Massachusetts in 1634 by Thomas Hartley, of Hungar’s
Parish, gives a graphic description of a duckingstool, and an account of a ducking In Virginia: 75
ftThe day afore yesterday at
two of ye clock in ye afternoon
I saw this punishment given to one
Betsey wife of John Tucker who by
ye violence of her tongue has made
his house and ye neighborhood un
comfortable. She was taken to ye
pond near where I cun sojourning by
ye officer who was joined by ye
Magistrate and ye Minister Mr* Cotton
who had frequently admonished her
and a large number of People. They
had a machine for ye purpose yt belongs
to ye Parish, and which I was so told
had been so used three times this Summer*
It Is a platform with 4 small rollers
or wheels and two upright posts be
tween which works a Lever by a Rope
fastened to its shorter or heavier end*

Vfe* General Court orders. 1^2*7: kobinson Transcripts,
6V
74* Accomac County Records, Vol* 1634-40, 20
75# (Hie American historical Record, Vol. I
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At ye end of ye longer arm is
fixed a stool upon which sd
Betsey was fastened by cords,
her gown tied fast around her
feete. Bie Machine was then
moved up to ye edge of ye pond,
ye Rope was slackened by ye
officer and ye woman was
allowed to go down under ye
water for ye space of half minute.
Betsey had a stout stomach, and
would not yield until she had
allowed herself to be ducked 5
several times* At length she
cried piteously, Let me go Let
me go, by God’s help I’ll sin
no more* Then they drew back ye
Machine, untied ye Ropes and let
her walk home in her wetted clothes
a hopefully penitent woman *tf
As has been noted In regard to stocks, the
punishment was often made to fit the crime, and the
offender was ordered to construct some ignominous
engine of punishment that would be of practical use
in future cases*

In 1658 Henry Rankin, of North

hampton, having committed such an offense which brought
him to court, was punished by being compelled to pay
the cost of a ducking stool to be set up at a con
venient spot*^®

However, Acts of Assembly passed in

1660 and 1662 made It compulsory that the justices
of every county provide for the erection, at the
public expense, of a stool of this kind, to be used
more especially for the punishment of women of
slanderous and brawling tongues* *77 It was also en-

76•

77.

Northampton bounty Records* Vol* 1657-64,
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acted that*
"In actions of slander, caused by
a man's wife, after judgment past
for damages, the woman shall be
punished by Ducking, and if the
slander be such as the damages
shall be adjudged as above 500
lbs* of Tobacco, then the woman
shall have ducking for every 500
lbs* of Tobacco adjudged against
the husband if ha refuse to pay
the Tobac co*w f
As a result of these acts, ducking stools
were gradually erected in the counties* 79

In the

early days the fee for ducking had been ten pounds
of tobacco, and for every five pounds the marshall
received a bushel of corn*®0

Later years of the

colonial era saw this fee increased to twenty pounds
of tobacco*®^

This punishment lasted in a very

popular manner until the first years of the nine
teenth eentury*

Thomas Jefferson, In his comments

on Virginia In 1781, speaks of It very casually* ^

75V "TbTTr Alao"10V;"TgB
79.
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It is interesting to note that a deed in
1688 described the plantation of Westover as b e 
ginning at Duckings tool Point at or about the mouth
of Herring Creek, along the line of James River,
•until it meets with the line of the land of James
Minge, which line runs north from the said river
about ten feet from a ditch cast up as some ancient
limit there
Pines and Imprisonment

COLLEGE OF HVILL1AM

& MARY

Some crimes invoking capital punishment in
England were punished in Virginia merely by fine and
imprisonment (after 1619)#

Since tobacco was the

desired medium of exchange in the colony, counter*
feiting never assumed Importance as a crime, as was
true in England*

A simple fine was applied as

punishment for different kinds of petty thieving*
For Instance, in 1652 William Stirling and Joseph
Harrison, having been arrested for robbing Colonel
Stone*s orchard, situated in Northampton County, im
plored forgiveness, and were subjected simply to a
84.
fine of one hundred and fifty pounds of tobacco."

Pines were applied as penalty for Innumer
able offenses committed during the colonial period*
Some of these were as follows:

84*

Northampton County Records, Vol* 1651-54,
folio p. 139
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Anyone guilty of bartering, selling, or
giving piece, powder, or shot to Indians, was
fined 2000 pounds of tobacco for the first of
fense, his entire estate for the second offense*
This act was passed in 1657, and indicates the
precaution necessary in the face of Indian danger*®^
Two acres of corn were required to be
planted per working hand#
500 pounds of tobacco#®**

Penalty for violation was
Tobacco being the chief wmoneyM

crop of the farmer of the period, regulations were
many and varied in regard to its growth and sale#

It

was enacted that any person who packed false tobacco;
that Is, ground leaves to the quantity of five pounds
in a hogshead among his top tobacco, should have such
87 By a later act, ground leaves were
tobacco burned#°
forbidden in the packing of hogsheads, and anyone
guilty was forced to forfeit for the quantity of one
such hogshead, three#

QO

Anyone planting or replant

ing tobacco after the tenth of July was forced to
forfeit 10,000 pounds of tobacco.89
There was no offense in the southern
colonies more deplored than what was known as "in-

85.
86.
87.
88.
89.

IS, 441------Ibid., 334
Ibl'd'. , 487 , 488
Ibid'., 524
ibid., 488
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grossing, forestalling, or regrating”•

This m s what

might he termed a brokerage or speculative sale,
such as buying a cargo about to arrive, and selling
at retail; buying a large quantity of any goods in
a market to re-sell, or any form of huckstering*

In

1626 the General Court of Virginia ordered that the
penalty for such acts should be the forfeiture of
commodities involved and the payment of 500 lbs* of
tobacco with ©very offense*90
A violation of the proper observance of the
Sabbath might be committed in a number of ways dur
ing the entire colonial period, and was usually
punished by fine or public confession*

For in

stance, in 1663 In Lower Norfolk County Richard
Yates and Robert Spring were each fine L20 for being
absent from church one montli*

In 1648, Oliver

Segar, of New Poquoson Parish In York County, was In
dicted for fishing on Sunday*

He was ordered to build

a bridge across a swamp through which the road to
the parish church had been laid off*

op

A fine of

one hundred pounds of tobacco was Imposed on Thomas
Williams, of Lower Norfolk, for getting drunk on the
Sabbath.9®

9o*
91.
92*
93.

From the number of Instances and the great

26V, 241; Minutes ofCouncil and General Court,
Oct* 1626 •
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4N, 33, 34
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variety of offenses punishable, it can he infer
red that Sabbath observance was more rigidly en
forced after the middle of the seventeenth century*
Such may be concluded from the following instances
(all of which usually invoked a fine, which aided
the treasury of the local parish church): In 1678
Edward Hastell, of Lower Norfolk, was indicted be
cause he had been seen carrying a gun on Sunday;
another, because he had on that day hired his horse
out; a third, because he had sent a hide to a
neighboring tannery; and a fourth, because he had
trimmed and replanted his nursery*^

in 1685 John

Pulford was Indicted for obtaining a pair of shoes
from the maker's at his master's command; John Car
penter and Thomas Cortney, for fishing; Walter
Wilder, for killing a deer; Thomas Gordon, for selling
liquor; and Elizabeth Cook, for getting drunk* 95
Thus It may be seen that a strict observance of the
Sabbath was required*
After 1619, the history of the colony Is
one of expansion, of conquering the wilderness and
building homes*

People were busily engaged in

pushing back the frontier*

They did not possess the

time, material, or opportune circumstances necessary
to the erection of satisfactory prisons*

Consequent

ly, their erection in most of the counties did not
take place until the middle and later seventeenth
347 "’m a r ,

95*

Orders 6ct. 16, 16W ; " V o l . 16^-36;'202"

XDid*1, 219
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century*

In view of these facts, one can more readily

under stand the frequent use of such punishments as
fines, whipping-post, stocks, pillory, branding, and
others requiring little effort, time or material to
execute*
It Is true that the General Assembly as
early as 1642-3 adopted ample provisions for the erection
of jails, 96 but that delay In construction of such
buildings was evident may be seen from the fact that
the General Assembly was forced to renew Its former
97
order in 1657-*8;
again, In 1661-*2 and In 1684,
it enacted that the failure of any county to erect
and continue such a building would incur a penalty of
5000 pounds of tobacco*^

Thus, in time, a jail was

erected In each of the c o u n t i e s , i n which were

36.* ""IH/'SSS
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97. Ibid., 444, 460
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detained offenders who had been sentenced to im
prisonment by the county court, and those criminals
who were waiting to be sent to the public jail at
Jamestown or Williamsburg*

On the first day of

every term of the Quarter Court or the Assembly, the
sheriff of each county delivered the criminals that
were in his custody to the sheriff of James City,
who brought them before the governor and council or
the assembly for trial#

101

However, by the eighteen

th century (1705), it had become customary to send
criminals indicted for outstanding offenses to the
public jail at Williamsburg immediately after they
had been given a preliminary hearing before the courts
of examination in the counties.

102

Prisoners for

debt, as well as criminals, were confined in the
public jail at the capital*

In 1724 there were two

public prisons at Williamsburg: one for debtors and
another for criminals# 103
Contrary to popular belief, imprisonment
for debt in Virginia was far less severe than in
England during the same period.

It was grafted on

the English law at the demand of the powerful merchant
class, whose chief aim was to maintain commercial
credit; but in Virginia, a community of planters,

r a n — r a r “S64,
w i
102* Ibid*, Vol. Ill, 390
103* Jones, Hugh, Present State of Virginia, 30
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where the governing class were more often debtors
than creditors, and where the influence of lawyers
was long delayed, this remedy had no such support
in public opinion,

The following citations bear

witness to this fact,

Hugh Jones in his descrip

tion of the situation in Williamsburg says:
"The Whole Q.,e,, the first capital
at Williamsburg) is surrounded
with a neat Area encumbered with
a good Wall and near it is a strong
sweet prison for Criminals and on
the other side of an open Court
another for Debtors when any are
removed thither from other Prisons
in each county,H 104
By a law of 1746 both classes of prisoners
were to be kept in the same building, but one part of
the prison was to be occupied by debtors and the other
by criminals, 105 a reason for this may be gleaned
from an account of Virginia, published in 1724, which
states:
"Prisoners C^or debt3 are very rare,
the creditors being there generally
very merciful and the laws so
favorable for Debtors that some
esteem them too indulgent,** 10®
In 1662 it was recorded that sheriffs
were then wont to permit committed debtors to lodge
at home. 107 Often a prisoner for debt already lived
or moved into the rather liberal bounds of three
hundred square yards allotted for such liberty*

104," •rarer;--------------------—
105*
135
106, Jones, Hugh, Present State of Virginia
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Thomas Jefferson in his Notes on Virginia, written
during the last half of the eighteenth century,
commen ts that
"The following variations from
the British model (of laws^ are
perhaps worthy of being specified:
Debtors unable to pay their debts
and making faithful delivery of
their -stoole effects are released
from confinement and their persons
forever discharged from restraint for
such previous debts; but any property
they may afterwards acquire Bwi11 be
subject to their creditors.
Thus it may be seen that the early Virginia
laws concerning debtors were comparatively lenient,**-^
necessitated by the exigencies of environment and
modes of livelihood in general#
As a result of the lack of prisons until
the latter part of the seventeenth century; of the
uncertainty in their construction, often allowing
prisoners to escape; of the high cost of maintain
ing a number of prisoners — as a result of these
things, other punishments were substituted whenever
possible#

Sometimes, however, English Influence

resulted in the necessity of penalties invoking im
prisonment in the colony#

For instance, the General

Court in 1677 adopted the English law which stated
that "if any man should draw a weapon on any Judge

lo&# Jefferson, Thomas, Notes on Virginia# 1784
109# 1H, 294, 346, 453; 2 H 7 7 S 1,"
; 3H,
15 , 214 , 267 , 385 , 464 ; 4H, 26, 115, 162,
165; 5H, 537; 6H, 135, 342#
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or Justice in Execution of his office it is a mis
prison of Treason for which the Offender shall lose
his Right Hand and forfeit Lands and Goods and suffer
perpetual Imprisonment”.3'^
Burning at the Stake
Only a few instances are found in the
records of Colonial Virginia in which the death
penalty was administered in such a cruel manner as
burning at the stake.
There is only one case found whereby a
white man suffered this fate.

The instance is cited

by Campbell and Fiske, two Virginia historians, of
such a punishment having been meted to a man during
the starving time, 1619-11, at Jamestown. "LIT To
quote s
”One man killed his wife and
salted her, and had eaten a
considerable part of her body
before he was found out. This
was too much for people too
endure5 the man was tied to
a stake and burned aliveM.

110T T B V r g ----------------- --111.

Fiske, John, Old Virginia and Her Neighbours,
Vol. I, 153; TTampbell, d!barlesV"History of the
Colony and Ancient Dominion of Virginia,~~^5.
(1 have not been able to jfinSTany primary
source relating this Instance.)
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An instance is noted of a Negro woman in
1736 in Nansemond County who confessed to the murder
of her mistress, was sentenced to death, and burned*11^
In 1746 a Negro woman convicted of poisoning her
master was burned to death near the court house in
Orange County*113
Military Punishments
During the period of martial law, in
stigated by Dale, cruel and barbarous military
punishments were introduced from the Low Countries as
well as from England*

However, English army laws,

in the main, ruled the royal troops in the American
provinces and the local train bands, and were con
tinued among the volunteer American soldiers of the
Revolution• Military punishments, although more
severe in administration, were some times employed
as civil punishments*

The following types were

considered most Important*
Lying Neck and Heels
This grotesque punishment was introduced
by Dale*

It was Dutch rather than English in origin*

It consisted of lashing (In slip fashion) with a
rope around the neck, down the back, around the
ankles (drawn up behind the back) as tight as
possible*11^

Such punishment resulted fatally

13.2• Virginia teasefte, U*eb-*
173'6; also, 6R, §3
113* 3V, 308, 430 j 4 ibid*, 341
114* This description may be found in the archives of
the Department of Historical Research of The
Williamsburg Restoration*
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in some cases, particularly if endured for a lengthy
period of time, so that it was usually ordered for a
short time*

For instance, three men were laid neck

and heels during divine service, in 1630, for nick
naming houses, abusing men and their wives, and
night walking*

This punishment was used chiefly

in an effort to secure better regulation and more
effective discipline of the militia*

During the

seventeenth century the time limit was usually one
hour,

but by the early eighteenth it had been re

duced to twenty minutes.

Acts passed in 1723 pro

vided that anyone attending muster who did not belong
should be tied neck and heels for any time not exceeding twenty minutes; 117* any soldier, for disobedience to superiors, should suffer the same.

*1*|Q

The two decades following saw this time reduced to
five minutes for disobedience to commands, 119 and for
misbehavior while under arms or at court-martial* 120
Gantlet
Gantlope was the earlier form of the word
now commonly called gantlet*

115.

This method of punish-

117*
118*

13V, S N o t e s from Council and General Court
Records, 1630.
2H, 334* However, a case is mentioned in 1627
in James City County of one Richard Bickley1s
being ordered to be laid neck and heels for
twelve hours, for refusal to bear arms*
4V, 160.
4H, 119-120
Ibid* M 212-122
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ment was very exactly defined in English martial law*
The entire regiment was drawn up six deep*

The ranks

were then opened and faced inward; thus an open passage
way was formed with three rows of soldiers on either
side.

Each soldier was given a lash or a switch, and

ordered to strike with force.

The offender was made

to run between the lines, sometimes preceded by an
officer who pressed the point of his halbert against
the breast of the victim to prevent his running too
swiftly between strokes.

Thus every soldier was

made a public executioner of a cowardly and de
grading punishment.

Such was the punishment of a man

who spoke abusively of Governor Wyatt in 1624, it
being ordered ,,.*.that he should pass through a guard
of forty men,..* be butted by every one of them, at
the head of the troop kicked and footed out of the
fort. ••••wl21
The Indians used this punishment as a test
of a prisoner1s bravery as well as a form of saluta
tion to him.

For Instance, Colonel James Smith, in

1755, was captured by the Indians and forced to run
the gantlet#122

About this same period it was by

law an established punishment in the army.123

IsY.
122*
123.

Robinson, "Mss*, 28, 2$.
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Wooden-Horse
The wooden-horse was a common punishment
for soldiers (usually for rioting or drinking)*
It was a straight, narrow, horizontal pole, strongly
supported, standing about twelve feet high.

Some

times the upper edge was sharpened to Intensify the
punishment.

The soldier was set astride this board,

with his hands tied behind him and balancing weights
on his feet.

In 1675 it was ordered that the army

rules be continued, one of which read thus:
nIf any man shall offend God1s name
by swearing or notorious drunken
ness, and shall be thereof thrice
convicted by his officer, and shall
still obstinately persis therein, he
shall after the third offense and
for every offense afterwards ride
the wooden horse half an hour with,
a musket tyed at each foote. .. ..rf^ 4
This instrument of punishment was finally
abandoned because of the permanent injury often re
sulting.
Military punishments chiefly used In the
seventeenth century are summed up in Hening's
Statutes, as follows:
1*

For blaspheming the name of God
to run the gauntietj and for ob
stinately persisting, to be bored
throt the tongue with a hot iron.

2. The same punishment for deriding God's

154.

Ibid., S8i'.~xar
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word or sacrament*
3* For swearing, or getting drunk
to ride the wooden horse.
4# Penalty for not attending prayers
every morning to be fixed at dis
cretion of commanding officer*
5* Silence to be kept at appropriate
times under penalty of being laid
neck and heels during the space of
one how*
6. Death to lift up arms against an
officer.
7. For striking (whether hit or miss)
an officer to lose the right hand.
8. To do hurt to an officer, a soldier
shall be shot to death.
9* To draw a sword to do mischief there
with, after the watch is set, to be
punished with death.
10. Death to hinder marshal or other
officer from inflicting punishment.
11. For doing service slightly or
lazily, penalty shall be the woodenhorse.
12. Death to make alarm in camp or to
shoot in the night.
13. For being absent at setting of the
watch, punishable by riding the wooden
horse.
14. Death, to be found asleep or drunk
on post.
15.

Death to desert colours.

16. Death to give intelligence to the
enemy.
17. For embezzling arms, axes, spadesshovels, shall run the gauntlet.
125
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There were other military punishments, such
as the whirligig, picketing, pikes, and others*

How

ever, they were never used to any extent in colonial
armies*

After Bale’s martial period, the life of

the colony was not that of a rigidly established
community, but rather an expansion here and there
into the wilderness*

An army could not protect the

homes of the widely separated settlers; it was an
individual survival of the fittest in the struggle
against frontier dangers and hardships*

Consequent

ly, it was not until the Revolution demanded co
operative defense that the pioneers gave much attention
to military affairs on a large scale*

By that time

a humanness had developed that was in sharp contrast
to that found in the military annals of the armies
of warlike Europe prior to and at a contemporary
period.
The revised code for punishments is care
fully noted by Jefferson in his Notes on the State
of Virginia* written in 1781*^®

it Is as follows:

1??6* Jefferson, Komas, lotes on the State o
Virginia* third editi’
on, HfXs
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I.

Crimes whose punishment extends to life
1.

High treasons
Death by hanging
Forfeiture of lands and goods to the
commonweal th

2.

Petty treason:
Death by hanging
Dissection
Forfeiture of half the lands and goods
to the representatives of the party
slain

3*

Murder
(1) By poison:
Death by poison
Forfeiture of one-half, as before
(2) In duel:
Death by hanging. Gibbeting, if
the challenger
Forfeiture of one-half, as before,
unless It be the party challenged,
then the forfeiture is to the
commonwe a1th
(3) In any other ways
Death by hanging
Forfeiture of one-half, as before
(4) Manslaughter:
The second offense Is murder

II*

III*

Crimes whose punishment goes to limb
i*
2*

5a?e I Dismemberment
Sodomy)

3*
4.

Maiming
) Retaliation, and the forDisfiguring ) feiture ofhalf the lands
and goods to the sufferer

Crimes punishable by labor
1*

Manslaughter, 1st offense* Labor VII years
for the public. Forfeiture of half.

2.

Counterfeiting money. Labor VI years for
the public. Forfeiture of all to common
wealth,

3*

Arson

4*

)
) of vesseLs. Labor V years for
Asportation )
the public. Re
paration three-fold.
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5*

Robbery

6.

Burglary ) Reparation double.

7.

House-breaking ) Labor III years for the
) public. Reparation.
Horse-stealing )

8.
9*

) Labor IV years Tor the public.
)

Grand Larceny. Labor II years for the
public. Reparation. Pillory

10.

Petty Larceny. Labor I year for the public.
Reparation. Pillory

11.

Pretensions to witchcraft.
Stripes

IS.

Excusablehomicide

13.

Suicide

14.

Apostacy. Heresy

Lucking.

)
)
) To be pitied,
) not punished.
)

It is interesting to note that duelling had
become prevalent enough to demand the death penalty
by the time of this revised code.

In the thirteen

volumes of Hening1s Statutes, no allusion is made to
It, but Challenges to fight”, involving simply the
use of the fists, are f o u n 1d9*7. I t had been practi
cally non-existent before the French and Indian War.^®
The influence of the British regulars in that conflict
had left the deep-rooted impression on the minds of
young American officers that the duel was the covet
ed earmark of military prowess.

Akin to the old

idea of knightly honor being sustained at the point
of the sword or lance, it was destined to find fer-

157;
128.

eH, 8b
IV, 347
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til© soil in a land where chivalry was again to en
twine itself in the life and customs of the people
up to the time of the Civil War.
This code also reveals the fact that horse
stealing by the latter part of the eighteenth century
was no longer considered a capital offense*

However,

as late as 1744 and 1748, the assembly described it
as a Mmost villanous practice11, and enacted that the
death penalty be extended to the receiver of a stolen
horse*^29

jn 3/772, George Weedon, inn-keeper at

Fredericksburg, advertised that
"••••as horse-stealing is become
so common and the difficulty of
conviction so g r e a t * i n justice
to myself I am obliged to inform
all gentlemen who put up with me
that I cannot be answerable for
the forthcoming of horses put into
my pasture or stable, the profits
being inadequate to the risks”*

T2T.— SH7
130* 35V, 370
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CHAPTER IV
CONCLUSIONS
Prom the Tacts presented In this work,
the following conclusions may be drawn:
1*

The period from 1607 to 1619 was a

conspicuous era in Itself, during which the unusual
severity of punishment undoubtedly brought good
order and prosperity at a time iflhen both were
essential to the life of the colony, but did not
justify so open a disregard of legal provisions
adopted in England for a citizen’s protection, and
could not be continued in an expanding colony*
2*

The courts of the period were

aristocratic and bound in their decisions by the
common law of England, the Parliamentary statutes
prior to 1607, and the statutes enacted by the
General Assembly*

However, since a legal educa

tion was not a requisite qualification for judges,
decisions were often rendered according to the
exigencies of the time and place rather than a
strict adherence to law*
3*

In nearly all of the punishments of

the period, scoffing, derision and contemptuous
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publicity were applied to the offender by means of
demeaning, degrading and helpless exposure in stocks,
pillory and the like, as well as by branding, muti
lation and labeling*

The reasons for this were as

follows:
(a)

It was natural to adopt the
customary punishments of the
mother country*

(b) Such punishments could be
more economically inflicted in
view of the fact that jails were
expensive and could not be
erected rTin a day”.
(c) They were executed in accordance
with the popular belief that the
glare of public exposure would
accentuate the power of the
puni shment*
4#

After 1619, as compared with England,

the number of offenses Invoking the death penalty
were comparatively small*

The contrast became sharp

when the Virginia judges, by demonstrating practical
wisdom and foresight, graduated the punishments for
minor offenses with an even greater degree of
leniency.

The following reasons were responsible

for this contrasts
(a)

The rapid expansion of the
colony bore those things that
were to make for greater kind
ness and leniency in criminal
enactments; such as, the spirit
of individual freedom result
ing from the knowledge of an
ever-widening frontier; and a
certain neighborliness, one to
ward another, that developed In
the process of conquering a
wilderness and building homes*
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(h)

Frontier conditions made
for a democratic type of
justice instead of a
customary adherence to clan
feelings.

(c)

5#

There was always plenty of
free land, which resulted in
very little bickering over
property rights*
Although there were many latent weak

nesses in the system of justice, punishment for crime
was as a whole justly administered, and there developed the characteristic American idea,—
should have a fair chance.

that every man
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